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The Academic Cell
presents The

The function
of education is
to teach one to
think
intensively
and to think
critically.
Intelligence
plus character
- that is the
goal of true
education.
Martin Luther
King, Jr.

July, 2015

NEW SAVIOR OF DEVELOPING
ECONOMIES

United States and
Great Britain acted as
lead negotiators and
founders of the world
organizations like IMF
and World Bank and
naturally possessed
dominance in its
functioning. It is
mostly complained that
US started using the
two organizations as
its tools to extend
the economic dominance
over the world. There
was a very little
leverage for smaller
and rising economies
to negotiate and reap
a potential chunk of
benefits for
themselves. The US
also possessed a veto
power and could rule
out any policy
adjustment or
decision. The New
Development Bank,

formerly referred to
as the BRICS
Development Bank, is
a multilateral
development bank
operated by
the BRICS states (Bra
zil, Russia, India,
China and South
Africa) as an
alternative to the
existing USdominated World
Bank and IMF. K.V.
Kamath former
executive with
India's largest
private bank ICICI
Bank was appointed as
the first President
and the headquarters
are situated at
Shanghai. The NDB
will have initial
capital of $50
billion, which will
be expanded to $100
billion within the

next couple of
years. BRICS
nations, with 42.6
per cent of the
world's total
population and
roughly one third of
the world's land
area, have a
combined GDP
accounting for about
one fifth of the
world total. In all,
The BRICS bank seems
to be a very
sustainable monetary
institution. Nations
like China have a
large surplus budget
and carry enormous
pools of money .
With this bank the
money can easily be
routed straight to
the developing
nations instead of
passing through
mediators at IMF.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF) has confirmed that Greece has cleared overdue debt
repayments of €2.05bn (£1.4bn) and is no longer in arrears. The repayments and another
€4.2bn due to the European Central Bank (ECB), came after the EU made Greece a shortterm loan of €7bn.
Cash-strapped Greece missed one repayment to the IMF in June and another earlier this
month. Earlier on 20th July, Greek banks reopened after being closed for three weeks.
However, many restrictions remain and Greeks are facing price rises with an increase in
Value Added Tax (VAT).
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NEEV-The foundation

TO SUCCEED WE MUST BELIEVE WE CAN!!!!!!!!!
Nothing comes easy in
life, behind every
success story there is
strong will power and
hours of hard work. A
simple difference in
attitude towards life
can turn things around
us from mediocre to
incredible. This story,
of a Newspaper boy
making his way to become
an IIM Kolkata pass out
of 2015, might sound

After morning’s hard
work he used to skip
breakfast to be on time
to school and the
schedule continued even
after joining
engineering.
He qualified CAT 2012
and walked down the
corridors of the Indian
Institute of Management

like a fairy tale; but
this story has the
potential to inspire a
generation and hence
must be known to us. It
was not all luck but a
keen interest and
passion to make a
difference in the world
and make a name for one
self. N Shiva Kumar was
a newspaper boy since
Class sixth to help his
debt-ridden family, he

used to wake up at four
in the morning and
deliver papers before
the scorching sun
appears on the horizon.
He was given financial
aid for education by his
customer Krishna Veda
Vyaasa after being

–Kolkata in June 2013
and specialized in
finance in 2015.
Today
he stands tall with an
international job in a
German Company as Deputy
Country Manager in Sri
Lanka. Once his family
is financially stable he
wants to start a

charitable Institution
through which he wants
to assist and support at
least 10 underprivileged
students and make a
difference to world. He
wants to provide young
talents with the
resources so that
someone’s dream comes

1. SIP WARRIOR 2015(13 August
2015)

3. Ernst & Young- Annual Business
Quiz (8th August, 2015)

Organizer- Symbiosis Institute of
Management Studies

Organizer- Ernst & Young at LBSIM
New Delhi

(Business| Entrepreneurship| Others|
Marketing| Strategy| Presentation|
Social Media & Digital| Others)

(Business| Quizzes| On Campus Quiz|
Online Quiz)
4. Drive: National Level Case Study
Competition (8th August, 2015)

2. Article Writing Competition (5th
August, 2015)

Organizer- Symbiosis Studies of
Business Management

Organizer- Shailesh J. Mehta School
of Management, IIT Bombay

(Business| Engineering|
Entrepreneurship| Marketing
Strategy| Business Plan| Case Study
Presentation}

(Business| Article Writing)
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FACULTY TALK!!!
Q. What is your take on

breaking barriers?
Philosophically that sounds
good. It’s not easy though,
whether it’s in terms of
behavioural, societal or
business related barriers.
Invariably, it requires two
things- risk taking ability
and guts to see it through.
A person has to bear the
repercussions and fallout
as others would not
necessarily understand and
may not support you. But to
bring about a change one
has to have the guts to see
it through.
Q. Give an example from
your life when you thought
that you broke all shields.
In my professional career,
I took big risks in
shifting from industry to
industry when during that
time the trend was such
that people would retire

after working for 30 years
from the same company! I
started my career in
Automobiles then shifted to
Multinational Pharma then
to FMCG and in later stages
to the IT industry. At the
age of 42, I decided to
quit an otherwise
flourishing career in the
corporate world while
working as the CEO of a
mid-sized IT Company, to
take up academics and
corporate training.
Q. Are you happy with the
decision of quitting
corporate?
Yes, very happy and content. I took the risk and
got the reward
Q. Three words to describe
the senior batch 2014-2016?
Cool and Fun

A veteran of
marketing Prof.
Dhanorkar has an
experience of 22
years in
corporate and is
one of the most
knowdgeable,
enthusiastic and
exuberant
professor at
SIMS.

Q. Your views about the new
batch.

INTERESTING FACTS!!!!!

It seems to be a very


50% of ownership of
dominos pizza was once
traded for a used
Volkswagen Beetle :-P



Q. With so many students pursuing MBA from
different B schools what is the advice you would
give to your students to excel above all.

Ben & Jerry’s was
originally going to be a
Bagel company :-D



I hope students read this answer. Seek Maximum
possible connect with the real world through
reading business papers regularly. Seek small
projects and internships with corporate entities
whenever & wherever possible. Be inquisitive about
the real world and take faculty help to create
linkages between concept and their practice in
business. Participate in maxi-mum possible
contests, competitions & events to develop your
personality & confidence.

The founder of FedEx
once saved the company
by taking its last $5000
and turning it into
$32000 by gambling in
Vegas :-O



United Parcel Service
first founded by two
teenagers with one bicycle
and $100 borrowed from
a friend :-)

promising batch.
Q. Your take on “SIMS way of Life”.
In High Spirits during the day and AT ‘High
Spirits’ rest of the time!!

ALL THE BEST TO 2014-16 AS WELL AS 2015-17
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CR TALK!!!!!
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“Seniors guided
us
through the who
le
orientation and
gave us
the confidence
that the
next two years
are going
to be really easy
to
handle with thei
r support
and also unders
tand the
pressures and ch
allenges
we are going to
face in
the coming two
years”
SHARANYA.R
DIVISION– B

“The most important
thing that orientation
taught me was effective
communication.
Whenever people
complain, they
themselves know the
solution, only thing you
need to do is listen”
Manish Kumar
Division-A

HOW ORIENTATION HELPED IN BREAKING BARRIERS!!!!

“All of us came here with
numerous aspirations and
expectations. But, the mo
st
dreaded Orientation did
come to a pompous end.
Little did we know, it wou
ld
teach us some of the most
crucial lessons of our lives.
The transformation to a
SIMsite , did help us gel
in
the SIMS way of life”

Vatsala Saxena
Dvision– c

“Being an MBA aspirant,
this college has given an
exemplary experience of
how our life is going to be
for the next two years.
The orientation gave us
the opportunity to interact
with each one of our batch
as well as the seniors”
VISHAKHA BABBAR
DIVISION-D

“Till you don’t push
yourself to the limit you
don’t realize what you are
truly capable of. It seems
to be just a collaboration
of certain impactful words
when we read it but these
words actually culminated
into reality for all of us
during the Orientation
phase”
BANDANA PREET KAUR
JOLLY
DIVISION-E

